REVO Speed

The Ultimate Tool to Cut Paint Time in Half

- Excels in speed lane repair facilities — body filler, primer, base and clear in one place
- Ideal in Side-Load Finishing Systems to maximize shop production
- Perfect for painting one to four panels

Complete body filler through clear coat in under 1 hour

REVO Rapid

The Ultimate Tool for Paint and Prep

- Can reach any part of a vehicle
- Ideal in prep areas and Closed-Top Open-Front (CTOF) booths
- Perfect for smaller, quick repair jobs of one to two panels

Cure primer on 2 panels in less than 11 minutes
APPLICATIONS for Undercoats & Smaller Jobs

REVO Spot
The Ultimate Tool for Primer and Filler

• Significantly reduce primer cure time to get 1 more car to the paint department per day
• Great for body filler, as well as spray-on and roll-on primer
• Can be effortlessly moved into any paint booth, prep station or any area in a shop

REVO Handheld
The Ultimate Tool for Body Repairs

• Complete plastic repairs faster
• Great for body filler, plastic repair and stripping vinyl graphics
• Use in any shop — it connects to any 110-volt outlet

Cure 2- to 4-hour primer in 6 to 8 minutes

Get your shop running more efficiently in minutes